August 11, 2004

SUBJECT: PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD AND PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE ON A REQUEST FOR A CLASS 3 PERMIT MODIFICATION FOR CORRECTIVE MEASURES FOR THE MIXED WASTE LANDFILL AT SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Dear Interested Citizen:

Enclosed is a Public Comment and Public Hearing Notice regarding the intent to approve a Class 3 permit modification request for corrective measures for the Mixed Waste Landfill (MWL) at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). SNL is owned by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), is co-operated by the DOE and Sandia Corporation, and is located on Kirtland Air Force Base, south of Albuquerque in Bernalillo County, New Mexico and is at the following addresses: SNL, 1515 Eubank SE, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87123; and NNSA/DOE, Sandia Site Office, KAFB-East, Pennsylvania & H Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87116. The Permittee’s primary contact for this action is: Mr. John Gould, NNSA/Sandia Site Office, DOE, P.O. Box 5400, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185.

The enclosed Notice provides locations where the administrative record for this action can be reviewed, and provides procedures for submitting comments and procedures regarding the public hearing. General public comment will be received through 5:00 p.m. on December 2, 2004.

Any person seeking additional information regarding this notice may contact either:

Mr. John E. Kieling, Program Manager
New Mexico Environment Department
Hazardous Waste Bureau
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505-6303
E-mail: john_kieling@nmenv.state.nm.us
Telephone: (505) 428-2500
Fax: (505) 428-2567

Mr. William Moats, Group Manager
New Mexico Environment Department
Hazardous Waste Bureau
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505-6303
E-mail: wpmoats@sandia.gov
Telephone: (505) 284-5086
Fax: (505) 428-2567

Sincerely,

John E. Kieling
Program Manager
Permits Management Program
Hazardous Waste Bureau